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Phase 1: Build Consolidate | Organize | Structure

Digital Strategy Development and Optimization
Financially optimized reliability strategies developed and optimized using a centralized,  
connected and complete dataset.

Cordant™ Asset Strategy  enables you to build 
and structure reliability strategies that drive 
accurate modelling of performance, cost and risk 
optimized scenarios. Consolidate, structure and 
augment data to develop optimized reliability 
strategies for each equipment type, for a 
given criticality, and customize as needed for 
operational context.

Quality Strategy Data, Quality Decisions
Your existing data, cleansed, consolidated, structured and 
supplemented by our library, enables informed and accurate 
modelling of maintenance scenarios that deliver optimal performance.

Strategy Library Access for a Fast Start
Utilize our component strategy library and start building strategies, 
faster. 600+ component types, 3,000+ component items, 25,000+ 
failure modes, and 100,000+ mitigating and secondary actions.

Standardization AND Customization
Find the sweet spot and get the best of both worlds. Use standard 
generic strategy content to get started, and customize as needed to 
cater for site operational context.

Align Reliability Strategies to Performance 
Goals 
Consolidate and structure your corporate master data to provide a 
strong platform for continuous, data driven alignment of strategy and 
operational goals.

Rapid Development and Review
Utilize a component-based approach for fast strategy development 
and review. Set the component maintenance strategy and then 
rapidly push it through to all physical like-assets. 

Tap into 20+ years of Reliability Expertise
With a proven, experienced approach to asset reliability improvement, 
we add immediate value through conducting projects, augmenting 
your team with additional resources or by providing structured 
mentoring.

 As our asset base grows and our assets 
age, it is even more important for our 
maintenance strategies to be well planned 
and executed. By working with ARMS 
Reliability, we can leverage industry best 
practice tools, so we can deploy the best 
possible solutions for our entire asset base,  
in the most efficient manner.
Andrew Behn, Maintenance Planning and  
Reliability Team Lead, Icon Water

Cordant™ Asset Strategy 

Cordant™ Asset Strategy is the next evolution of ARMS Reliability’s platform formerly known as OnePM. In April 2021,  
ARMS Reliability was acquired by Baker Hughes. Now as part of Cordant’s integrated suite of solutions we offer unparalleled  
Asset Performance Management capabilities. 


